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Abstract 
Archaeology is among others  fields that can use of different sciences for  cultural description which discover  unknown  past 
generation  life. Most of the methods  as excavation  in archaeology which  before  were taught , were not completely  ,so  t his 
old methods cause to lose a lots of information that are important for getting result. Usage of new technology  in teaching canhelp 
archaeologist  to find culture of ancestor  better than before and also it has useful  effect on  higher education .In this paper  has 
been considered the effect of  new technology  instead of old methods in  archaeology teaching at  higher education by  
experimental  result  . This  new methods including teach  to use of  Remote Sensing Technology  , photo satellite  and photo 
map. The research has shown that mentioned methods cause to expand cultural area and make easy to find archaeology 
surrounding and  on the other hand to give rise to student become familiar  with new technology also relation between 
archaeology  and the other science . 
By this methods archaeologist and students can save there information which  are lost before. 
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 Introduction 
The first step in remote sensing and applying it in discovering archaeological monuments starts by supplying 
photo map. In order to take photo map from Iran’s historical and archaeological monuments, the American 
Archaeologist Erich Eshmit had his first flightin 1935. On September 18. 1935 he took his first picture photo map 
on the altitude of 915 meters from ground around the city Garmsar with the Fl.K19 camera made in Zeiss, 
Germany. The size of picture was 13.18 cm and the focal length of the cameras was 19 cm. Indeed the photo 
mapping was the first method of Remote Sensing.Nadar took the first photo map of a small village near Paris by 
using a balloon in 1859. One year later, in 1860 .Samuel Acing and James W Blake took the first photo map of the 
city Boston by flying in a balloon in the altitude of 4000 meters (1200 feet). Wright Brothers took the first photo 
map of Centcoceli in Italy by using the airplane on April 24.1909. By teaching this photographing method and 
supplying photo map for dimensionalviewing, the city Berlin in Germany was photographed in 1914 from a balloon. 
This kind of photographing was used in the First and Second World War for war purposes 
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1. Usage of photo sensing 
 
Interpreting of photo mapsis used in in many fields: city - country topography, natural map of country, mine 
plans, water and soil resource plans botanical and zoological covering plans as well as archaeological plans.  
Natural (biological) resources have outstanding effects on culture of the inhabitants of a region. In order to 
provide their culture which its remains form the historical and archaeological monuments, People of the past used 
these resources correctly. Recognition of these sources through interpretation of photo map is a reliable method for 
finding historical and cultural monuments. 
Recognition and evaluation of existing phenomena on photo maps are called interpretation. This photo map 
Interpretation contains spatial and satellite photographs. Educating Archaeologists about interpretation of photo map 
would enable them to get familiar with the environment of past societies and also get more information in order to 
explain historical events. 
Considering that three dimensional interpretation is used for photo maps, therefore it is essential to place the 
pictures correctly for salient view. Two images after each other from a monument are placed so that there is a 
longitudinal coverage. The distance of the two pictures is about 6 cm. If the stereoscope lenses are on the pole of 
the, the image would be three dimensions.The factors by which the phenomena on photo maps can be distinguished 
and evaluated consist of: 
Form  size -  shade  colour  pattern  situation 
The most important factor in interpreting photo mapsis the education and information of the interpreter. 
Considering that photo maps are used in different subjects, therefore interpreting of them is different from other 
 
 
2 Photo sensing- Electromagnets Waves 
In this method, the reflection of electromagnet waves after encountering with existing phenomena on the earth 
are recorded by measuring devices which are set on different platform andthen, they are analyzed.During 
encountering with phenomena on the earth, the electromagnet waves may get three condition of reflection, 
absorption or transmission. About the phenomena on the earth, the ratio of reflected energydepends on the type of 
material and its condition. Through these differences recognizing of different phenomena on the pictures would be 
possible. Some of these phenomena, including natural soil reflection characteristic, spectral water and plant 
reflection can distinguish desired living condition. So, by exact consideration of regions which have the capacity of 
being inhabited and also was inhabited from the past can be distinguished. The environmental changes can also be 
distinguished by discovering the traces of settlements on regions which are not been inhabited now.(fig 1) 
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Fig-1 
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